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Orwell is a high speed slotted ring. Its protocol uses destination release of the slots. Because of 
this the carried load can be much larger than the transmission rate. Orwell can be modelled as 
a multiple cyclic server system with random order of visits to the queues. An exact stability 
condition and an approximate analytical model of the Orwell basic access mechanism are 
presented in this paper. A perfonnance evaluation of the Orwell basic access mechanism is 
presented. 

1. Introduction 
Orwell has a very efficient access protocol compared to the other high speed slotted rings due to the 

destination release of the slots. It has been primarily designed as an interconnection structure within a 
telephone packet switch [4] based on ATO (asynchronous time divison) switching [4],[1]. The properties of 
the Orwell protocol makes it suitable for high speed LANs (HSLANs) in a number of applications. 

The perfonnance of the basic access mechanism (Le. the basic MAC layer protocol) of Orwell is 
studied in this paper. No additional integrated synchronous/ asynchronous protocols are considered. The 
load is of the asynchronous type and transmission rates are assumed to be in excess of 100 Mbit/s. 

An exact stability condition and an approximate analytical model of the Orwell basic access 
mechanism (AM) are presented in this paper. The model considers the expected packet (i.e. LLC_POU) 
delays. Only the queueing delays for access to the medium and the transfer delays are considered. The 
model has been tested by detailed simulations in a number of cases typical for HSLANs. On the basis of the 
results obtained from the model, a perfonnance evaluation of the Orwell basic AM has been done. 

2. The Orwell Basic Access Mechanism 
The ring is partitioned into equal length slots (see Figure 1). We assume that this is achieved by 

introducing a latency register at the monitor stationto virtually lengthen the ring to a multiple of the slot 
length. Slots circulate around the ring and can be empty or full. A full slot is occupied by a mini-packet, i.e. 
a MAC_POU. Stations are actively coupled to the ring. They repeat or modify the slots. An empty slot may 
be filled by a mini-packet, if there is one. A full slot circulating around the ring, reaches the destination 
station which reads it and passes it on to a higher layer. We assume that each station is capable of using 
every empty slot that arrives and of reading every slot destined to itself. In Orwell the destination station 
releases a slot that was full and the next downstream station may use it (see Figure 2). More than one slot at 
a time can be carrying mini -packets from the same source. 

Precautions have to be taken to prevent a station from hogging the ring. We assume a symmetric load 
in which case the need for a fairer protocol is smaller than in an asymmetric case. A mechanism to provide 
a fair access and to prevent hogging is built into the Orwell protocol [4]. 

In this paper we model the basic AM of Orwell. We consider a single traffic class. 
As far as it is known to us there is only one model in the literature that considers the expected packet 

delay and which models a mechanism like the Orwell AM. That is the model of Hayes and Shennan [5]. 
This model is inadequate for modelling HSLANs because it assumes an interactive computer environment 
whereas synchronous traffic sources and large bandwidth sources create most of the load in HSLANs [6]. 
Although the arrival processes are very different, our approach is basically similar to the one of [5]. 
However, because of the different arrival process that model uses different approximations. Another 
analytical study of Orwell by Mitrani et al. [7] gives an approximation of the blocking probability of a 
telephone call due to overload. For an overview and a shorter presentation of new models of the basic AMs 
of slotted ring protocols the reader is referred to [12]. Further peer articles concerning the perfonnance 
modelling and evaluation of the slotted ring protocols are [16] and [14]. This paper is a revised and 
cond~nsed version of the paper [13]. It also contains a perfonnance evaluation of the Orwell basic AM 
based on the analysis of the delay function. 

3. Notation 

Let us introduce the following notation: n - number of stations minus one; Si - i-th station in the ring, 
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i=O,l, ... ,n, we assume that station So can also be denoted as Sn+l; w - transmission rate (Mbit/s); 0-
duration of a slot (J1S); v - duration of an infonnation field of a slot ()ls), such that v<a; A.i - packet arrival 
rate at station Si (packet/J1S), i=O, ... ,n; ~ - random variable denoting the bulk size of the arrival process at 
Si, i.e. the number of mini-packets a packet i,s split into, i=O, ... ,n; "fi, EZi2 - the first two moments of Zi, 
i=O, ... ,n; p - relative load, or the expected number of mini -packets arriving in the system during a time 
units, such that 

n 
p = 1: A.i "fi a ; (1) 

i=O 

Yi - random variable denoting a packet service time in the model ()lS), i=O,oo.,n; EYi,EYi2 - the first two 
moments ofYi, i=O,oo.,n; Pij - an element of the packet communication source_to_destination matrix, 
IIPijlln+ lxn+ 1 that represents the relative traffic intensity from source Si to destination Sj, as observed by the 
network, and we assume 

Pij = 

1 . =I . - J I n' 

0, j = i 
i,j =O,oo.,n ; (2) 

s - th~ ?umber of slots in the ~g;. 'tij - propagation .time from Si to Sj including the latency at station Sj 
()lS),I,J=O,oo.,n; 't - slot rotanon nme or 'tii for all I ()lS), such that 

n 
't = 1: 'ti i+ 1 and 't = so ; 

i=O ' 
(3) 

'ti - the expected propagation time from Si to the destination of a packet or a mini-packet sent by Si ()lS), 
i=O,oo.,n; EWi - the expected packet waiting time at Si ()lS), i=O,oo.,n; ETi - the expected packet delay or the 
expected duration of MAC layer service per packet of Si i.e. the expected packet delay from arrival at Si till 
its complete delivery at the destination (J1S), i=O, ... ,n. 

4. Workload Model 
We assume that packets arrive at the MAC layer of station Si according to a Poisson process with 

. intensity Ai. Packets are segmented and MAC protocol control infonnation (PCI) is added to fonn a number 
of mini-packets of which the expected value is 'Yi, So, the arrival process of mini-packets at Si can be 
considered to be a bulk Poisson process. 

Packet lengths are assumed to be i.i.d. The infonnation field of a mini-packet in the slotted ring 
protocol has a constant length v x w (bits). The PCI of a mini-packet has a constant length too. So, the 
length of a mini-packet is also constant and equal to 0 x w (bits) i.e. a slot length. The random variable Zj, 
denoting the number of mini-packets a packet is split into, has a distribution that is derived from the packet 
length distribution. 

We assume the symmetric traffic pattern given in (2) and the following symmetric load: 

Ai = A , 'Yi = 'Y , i=O,oo.,n. (4) 

Note that we do not assume that the distance between adjacent stations is the same. 
From (1) and (4), the relative load p equals 

p = (n+l) A'Yo. (5) 

Indices will be omitted in some fonnulas. Sometimes we use them to improve the readability. 

s. Stability Condition 
The system can be looked at as a multiple cyclic server multiqueue system with a limited service 

discipline where the queues are visited by the servers in a random order. Each slot corresponds to a cyclic 
server. Up to one mini-packet is sent per slot arrival at a station. This is why the limited service discipline is 
assumed. An overview of single cyclic server models is given in [9]. Some results for a multiple cyclic 
server system are given in [8]. 

In this multiple cyclic server system a service unit is a mini-packet. The switchover time (Hi) is a 
constant and equals 'ti,i+ 1. So, 

P { Hi = 'ti,i+l } = 1 , i=O, ... ,n. (6) 

The mini-packet service time (XV in this model equals the propagation time from the source Si to the 
first station downstream from the destination (Sj+l, which is the first station to be able to use the slot that 
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was carrying that mini-packet) minus the propagation time from the source Si to the first downstream 
station Si+ 1 since this time has already been included in the switchover time. So, Xi = 'ti,j+ 1 - 'tj,i+ 1 = 
'ti+lj+l' where Sj is the destination station, i,j=O, ... ,n. The random variable Xi has the following 
distnl>ution 

1 
P { Xi = 'ti+ 1 j+ 1 } = n jt=i, j=O, ... ,n. (7) 

When detennining the stability condition, the random order of visiting the queues can be neglected. 
The reason is as follows. Due to the symmetry (relations (2) and (4», the order of service of queues does 
not depend on the packet length nor on the class of the customers (i.e. queue) that has previously been 
served. The frequency of visiting a queue is the same for all the queues. So, we can assume a regular order 
of visiting the queues for determining the stability condition. 

Because of the pseudo-work conservation law (see [2]) and according to the res~lts for a multiple 
cyclic server model (see also [8]), we have that the expected duration of a cycle ER equals 

ER=------
1 n 

1 - - l: Ai 'Yi EX i 
s i=O 

or ER=--. 
1 

1 - - P 
2 

The latter fonnula is obtained by substituting (3), (4), EHi and EXi into the fonner one. 
For all the queues to be stable it is necessary that the denominator in (8) is positive i.e. 

p <2. 

(8) 

(9) 

Due to the pseudo-work conservation law, we have for this limited cyclic server system (see [9]) the 
following necessary condition, in addition to (9): 

A yER < s . (10) 

From (5), (8) and (10), we have 

4 
p< 2- - . 

n+3 

Since (11) implies (9), the neccesary and sufficient condition for all queues to be stable is (11). 

6. Model Description 

(11) 

It has been shown in the previous section that the Orwell basic AM can be represented exactly as a 
multiqueue multiple cyclic server system with a random order of visits to the queues and a limited service 
discipline. However, no result concerning waiting times in such a system is available in the literature. So, 
we do approximate modelling to estimate the delays. 

A queue at station Si is modeled as a MIGll1 system with server breakdown. A packet is a service unit. 
The breakdown corresponds to the ring being busy because of activities of upstream stations. The duration 
of the server breakdown is detennined using a LMIG211 model. The expected packet waiting time and delay 
are obtained using a l:M,M1G2,Gll1 model. Ring activities are illustrated in Figure 3. An illustration of the 
model is shown in Figure 4. 

Let us now detennine the characteristics of the MIGIII queue with server breakdown that models 
queueing at Si. The arrival process of packets is a Poisson process with intensity Ai. The packet service time 
is Yi, with 

Yi = ~O' , i=O, ... ,n. (12) 

The server is available at Si only if an empty slot arrives at Sj. Otherwise, the server is blocked due to a ring 
busy period. A packet whose service has been interrupted by a server breakdown, is served after the server 
breakdown period, from the point where the service stopped i.e. the remaining mini-packets will be sent. 
So, we have a preemptive-resume service discipline. 

We consider the activity of upstream stations as observed by Si as a l:MIG211 queue. Customers in this 
model are packets that pass through Si and cause a service break period. So, the durations of server 
breakdown, caused by activites of upstream stations, are assumed to be i.i.d. This is a strong assumption 
because of the direct dependence between sending of mini-packets at upstream stations Sj (j;ti) and 
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blocking of Sj by mini-packets sent by all other stations including Si. Sending at Si is on the other hand 
dependent on sending of the upstream stations. This causes the durations of the breakdown periods not to 
be LLd. 

Let us now detennine the values of the parameters in the LM1G211 queue. Let us define a set Ck,i of 
station indices j, such that a packet sent from Sk to Sj passes through Si given k and i, O.$i,k.$n. Ck,i can be 
denoted as: 

Ck,i = {j I 05j91 and (if i.$k then i5j9c else (j~i or j.$k)) }. 

Let Ai' be the intensity of the arrival process at LMIG211 queue. It is determined as follows. 

n 
Ai' = l: Ak l: Pkj, 

k=O jeCk,i 
i.e. 

n 
A' = A -. 

2 

The latter formula is obtained by substituting (2) and (4) into the former one. 

(13) 

Let Yi' be the random variable denoting the service time at this queue. Since all of the packets in this 
queue have the same packet length distribution, we have that y' has the same distribution as Y. 

The system can be modelled as an l:M,MIGl,G211 model with two priority classes and a preemptive
resume service discipline. The higher priority class represents upstream activities, and the lower priority 
class represents activities at Si. The delays of the lower priority customers are to be determined. The 
expected packet waiting time EWj at Sj is given by [3]: 

Aj'EYi'2 + AjEyj2 

EWi = i=O, ... ,n, i.e. 

2(1-Aj 'EYj ')(1-Ai 'EYi' -AiEY i) 

p+~ 
n+l 

EW= 2 (P)2 
(2-p) -~ 

2 
EZ 

y 
cr (14) 

The expected packet delay ETi consists of the following three components: the expected packet 
waiting time, the expected service completion time (the time between the beginning of service of a packet 
and its completion) and the expected packet transfer time. According to [3] the expected service completion 
time (EC) is equal to 

EY 

EC=--- i.e. 

l-A'EY' 

We have then 

ETi = EW + EC + 'ti, 

7. Testing and Analysis of the Model 

2ycr 
EC=-----

1 
2- (1 - -) p 

n+l 

i=O, .. . ,n. 

(15) 

(16) 

The simulation model [10] of the Orwell protocol against which the analytical model is checked is a 
detailed one. 90% confidence intervals have been obtained except for the runs where the correlation 
between the samples was too large. In those cases only a point estimate of the delay is shown in the figures. 

Configurations, system parameters and workload models expected to be typical for HSLANs have 
been used. We present them here as follows: configuration: cable length = 5 and 1 km, number of stations 
= 40, 10 and 4; system parameters: transmission rate = 140 Mbit/s, slot information field = 512 bits, 
overhead in slot = 48 ,bits, latency ~gister = 24 bits; and workload: expected packet length = 7100 and 
3000 bits, a symmetric load, and a symmetric traffic pattern. An equal distance between the neighbouring 
stations has been assumed, i.e. 'tj,i+ 1 = 'tjj+ I ' i,j=O, ... ,n. 

Note that in Orwell [4] the slot information field length is 128 bits. We have taken another value 
because we are conducting a comparative perfonnance analysis of a number of slotted ring protocols in 
which we are using 512 bits (see e.g. [15]). Such a choice does not change the qualitative behaviour of the 
protocol. 

The expected packet delay vs load is shown in Figures 5 through 9. An exponential packet length 
distribution has been used except for the case of Figure 9 where the following bimodal distribution has been 
taken: 

P { packet length = x } = 
1 

0.78, 

0.22, 

x = 512 (bit) 

x = 30000 (bit) 
(17) 
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This distribution was chosen because we would like to test the model with a distribution which has the 
same expected value of 7100 bits and a second moment about twice as large as in the case of the 
exponential distribution. Moreover, a bimodal distribution was thought to be a realistic packet length 
distribution [11]. Let us now analyse the accuracy of the model. 

The MIGll with server breakdown model gives a good estimate of the delays except in the case of a 
small number of stations (e.g. 4) where an overestimate appears. In all other cases it shows a slight 
underestimate of the expected delays at low loads, an accurate estimate at moderate loads and an 
overestimate at high loads. The asymptote representing the maximum throughput is underestimated. This is 
not the case when there are two slots in the ring (Figure 8). Then a slight underestimate of the delays 
appears over the whole range. 

The model is more accurate for a larger number of stations (see Figures 5 and 7). The model is also 
more accurate when there are more slots in the ring (see Figures 7 and 8). Note that the approximation of 
the expected packet delay in (16) does not depend on the number of slots in the ring. 

The accuracy of the model seems not to depend very much on the expected packet lengths, in the 
experiments conducted (see Figures 5 and 6). The model is however, slightly more accurate for shorter 
packets. TIle accuracy of the model seems also not to depend strongly on the second moment of the packet 
length (see Figures 5 and 9). Of course, the model is slightly more accurate in the case of a smaller second 
moment of the packet length. 

We attribute the model inaccuracy mainly to the fact that the durations of the server breakdown are 
as~umed to be i.i.d. For a more detailed analysis of the model accuracy, the reader is referred to [13]. 

8. Performance Evaluation of the Orwell Basic AM 
The stability condition of the Orwell basic AM (see relation (11» shows that the maximum carried 

load depends on the number of stations, the slot duration and the first moments of arrival process and bulk 
size. It does not depend on the number of slots. Hence, it also does not depend on the ring latency. The 
stability condition implies that p can be larger than 1, so the maximum carried load can be larger than the 
transmission rate (see Figures 5 through 9). 

When p converges to the maximum value, then EW tends to infinity and has the following 
asymptotic behaviour: 

EW = n+l . Ez2. 0. ~ + o(~), 
2 'Y e e 

with 
2n 

e = p - - and e ~ O. (18) 
n+2 

Since the convergence is of the first order with respect to p , it can be concluded that no sudden or very 
sharp increase of the delays appear when the load increases as is the case in some other slotted ring 
protocols e.g. the Cambridge Fast ring [16] (see figures 5 through 9). Note however that the estimates of the 
delays at very large relative !qads as well as the maximum relative load are not accurate. So, formula (18) is 
also rather inaccurate. . 

The expected packet delays in the Orwell basic AM depend on the number of stations in the ring. The 
delays decrease to a horizontal asymptote, with n ~ 00 (see formulas (14), (15) and (16». The 
performance differs only for smaller number of stations. So, there is no sudden degradation of the 
performance when the number of stations increases or decreases (as is the case in some other slotted ring 
protocols e.g. the Cambridge ring [16]). The maximum carried load is also larger if the number of stations 
is larger (see the stability condition (11». 

The Orwell basic AM shows a small sensitivity of the perfonnance with respect to the number of slots 
in the ring (see Figures 7 and 8). It performs worse if the number of slots is very small (e.g. 2) than ifit is 
medium (e.g. 7). This property could not be obtained from the analytical model but only from the . 
simulations. The analytical model gives a more accurate estimate of the delays for a large number of slots 
(e.g. greater than 10). In those cases the delay increases with an increasing number of slots. The increase is 
linear and it is a consequence of a change of the ring latency i.e. 'tj increases (see relation (16». 

Let us now assume that the transmission rate increases and the relative load p is a constant Then 
o ~ 0, so ETi ~ 'ti (see formulas (14), (15) and (16». The convergence is linear with respect to 0 . So, 

this AM also performs well with an increasing transmission rate. 
If the slot information field length v changes then 0 and 'Y (thus p as well) changes. This model can 

be used to evaluate the influence of v on the performance of the Orwell basic AM for a given workload. 

-
9. Conclusions and Further Work 

The basic Orwell AM has been studied. A symmetric load and a symmetric traffic pattern have been 
assumed. 

The conclusions concerning the analytical model can be summarised as follows: 
- the Orwell basic AM can be modelled as a multiple cyclic selVer mUltiqueue system with limited service 
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discipline where the queues are visited by the server in a random order; however, no exact results for 
this model exist in the literature; 

- the exact stability condition for the Orwell basic AM has been presented; it has been derived starting from 
the pseudo-work conservation law; 

- the MIGll with server breakdown model provides a good estimate of the expected packet delays over a 
wide range of parameters except when the number of stations is very small; it gives a good qualitative 
insight in the delays; at medium and lower loads it provides an accurate delay estimate as well; and 

- the model is more accurate with more stations and more slots in the ring. 
The conclusions concerning the perfonnance of the Orwell basic AM can be summarised as follows: 

- the Orwell basic AM shows to be able to carry loads that are larger than its transmission rate; 
- the maximum carried load of the Orwell basic AM does not depend on the number of slots in the ring; 
- the delay increase caused by an increasing load is not sharp or sudden; 
- the packet delays in the Orwell basic AM show a small sensitivity to the number of slots except if the 

number is very small and some sensitivity to the number of stations in the ring; 
- the Orwell basic AM performs well if the transmission rate is increased; 
- the model can be used to evaluate the perfonnance with respect to the slot information field length; and 
- the perfonnance of the Orwell basic AM makes it interesting for a wide range of applications e.g. 

backbone network, multiprocessor interconnection structure, gathering office LAN, etc. 
We are in the process of using this model as well as other analytical models we developed [14], [16] in 

a comparative analysis of slotted ring protocols at high speeds. In this analysis asymmetric cases and 
workloads consisting of synchronous and asynchronous traffic are included (see [15]). 
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Figure 1. 
The slotted ring structure. 
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Figure 2. 
Path of a mini-packet sent from SI 
ici SJ In Orwell. 
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Figure 3. 
Ring activities In the MIGll model with the server breakdown of 
the Orwell basic AM. 
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Figure 4. 
A l:M,MIG"G211 model of the Orwell 
basic AM. . 
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Figure 5. 
Packet delay vs oHe~ load with 40 stations, 
8 slots, and an expecl\d packet length of 
7100 bits. 
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Figure 6. 
Packet delay vs oHered load with 40 stations, 
8 slots, and an expected packet length of 
3000 bits. 
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Figure 7. 
Packet delay vs offered load with 10 stations, 
7 slots, and an expected packet length of 
7100 bits. 
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Figure 8. 
Packet delay vs oHered load with 10 stations, 
2 slots, and an expected packet length of 
7100 bits. 
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Figure 9. . 
Packet delay vs oHered load with 40 stations, 
8 slots, an expected packet length of 7100 
bits and bimodal packet length distribution. 
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